**Assessment Samples**

IWG - Assessment Tool

**Citations**

1. list a citation of a book, a journal, a website - with a fill-in-the-blank style answer, the author, journal title, article title, publication date, page numbers, issue numbers, volume numbers, call number location

**EXAMPLES:**


**OR**

b. These citations are formatted as they appear when EBSCO sends them to your e-mail:


**OR**

c. This is taken from the EBSCO results list


This article is written by________________

The title of the journal is _________________

The title of the article is _________________

The publication date of the article is _______________

The page number(s) of the article is/are________________

The issue number of the journal that the article is in_____________________

The volume number of the journal that the article is in _____________________

2. differentiate between the citation of a book and a journal article

-give them a list of citations and identify which ones are books, which ones are journal articles/newspapers


**OR**

b. This is a list of references from WIKIPEDIA... Find one that is an article, one that is a book, and one that is a website


OR

c. For the citation below what item is missing that is necessary for a citation? What items are not needed?


OR
d. include picture of a journal article page and ask them to gather the information they would need to create a correct citation

Sources

1. From CLIP Notes p. 38, #4

You want to research the topic "Desert Storm" by starting with general research sources and then proceeding to more specific sources. Which of the following sequences best illustrates this progression?

Encyclopedia>books>journal article

Journal article>encyclopedias>books

Books>journal articles>encyclopedias

2. If you want to know where an encyclopedia is, where is the best place to look?

   __library catalog   __databases   __google   __ejournals

3. If you wanted to find a specific journal article, where is the best place to look?

   __library catalog   __databases   __google   __ejournals

4. If you wanted to find a specific magazine article, where is the best place to look?

   __library catalog   __databases   __google   __ejournals

5. If you wanted to find course reserves, where is the best place to look?

   __library catalog   __databases   __google   __ejournals

6. Where is the best place to look for a scholarly article?

   __journal   __google   __library catalog

Search Terms

*From Avery p. 239*

1. Imagine that you have been assigned to research and write about the topic described in the paragraph below:

   Title IX was enacted 20 years ago to ensure equality between men's and women's sports programs in federally funded high schools and colleges. What impact has Title IX had on sports programs?

   What concept should you start searching with:

   __gender equality__ __Athletics__ __government funding__ __education__ __civil rights__ __football__ __body image

Search Strategies

*From Avery p. 239*

1. Imagine that you have been assigned to research and write about the topic described in the paragraph below:

   Title IX was enacted 20 years ago to ensure equality between men's and women's sports programs in federally funded high schools and colleges. What impact has Title IX had on sports programs?

   What concept should you start searching with:

   __gender equality__ __Athletics__ __government funding__ __education__ __civil rights__ __football__ __body image
1. If you are using the library catalog to find a book in the library, match the most efficient search on the right to find the items in the list to the left.

If you are looking for:

__A book by John Lennon
__"In his own write" by John Lennon
__A book about John Lennon
__ A book about the Beatles

Possible ways to search:

A. Key word search for "His Write"
B. Subject search for "Lennon, John"
C. Key word search for "the Beatles"
D. Author search for "lennon, john"
E. Title search for "in His Own"
F. Subject search for "Beatles"

**Search Result Selection**

Include a screen shot from ASP of a generic search like "hip hop" or "hip hop history", ask them to choose from the list of results which ones would be appropriate to explore more (e.g. not book reviews, letters to the editor...)

Media & Violence search in ASP.
Broccoli & Health search in ASP.
Dieting & negative effects search in ASP.
Headphones & hearing loss search in ASP.